We prove that a T x -space (X, T) is stratifiable if and only if, for each ί/£τ, one can find a continuous function f υ : X -> I such that f[z l (O) = X-U and, for each Id, ^PUG^L/U ίs continuous. This result is closely related to characterizations of metrizable and paracompact spaces, by J. Nagata, and J. Guthrie and M. Henry.
1. Introduction. J. Nagata [4, Theorem 5] and J. Guthrie and M. Henry [2, Theorem 2] have characterized metrizable spaces in terms of collections of real-valued functions with continuous "sups" and "infs". Nagata's theorem can be reformulated as follows: [0, 1] In the paper of Guthrie and Henry, it is shown that the Sorgenfrey line admits a collection 5Όf functions satisfying (b) such that "infs" from ®j are continuous. One might, therefore, expect that nothing interesting happens if just sups are required to be continuous. In this paper we show instead that a characterization of stratifiable spaces is obtained. Our main result is the following: Observe that the property that one obtains by just requiring sups to be continuous in Nagata's theorem is formally weaker than (b) and stronger than (c). However, by this theorem all these properties are equivalent. 
THEOREM (Nagata). A T λ~s pace X is metrizable if and only if there is a family § of functions from X into
. By Corollary 4.7 of [3] , there exists a point-finite open cover Ύ' of X such that N(Ύ') Ĉ (c) for each 0 E T and y E 0, 0 3 Π Ύ(χ).
or w E O^. But w E O y implies that O,, Π (Ύ(x)) ;t 3 ^ 0 which implies that y E (Ύ(x)) ;c 2 c T(x) or x E 0. This completes the proof. (
, where the first containment follows from Lemma l.l(b).
(
Since the ) satisfy (*) then so do the h n (x). Proof. Let (0 = r 0 , r l9 ...} be an enumeration of the rationals in [0, 1] . Let U r = ί/. Suppose ί7 r has been defined for k < n. Define U r as follows: Choose k(n) < n such that r Λ(n) < r^ and r Λ(ll) = max{r y . I 7 < n and /) < r n ). Let t/ Γ| i = X -U {h n (x) \ x & U r°kn } and let us verify that the U r satisfy all requirements.
(3) From Lemma 2.2(ii) we get that, for each n, {h n (x)\ x E X] is an interior-preserving open cover of X. Therefore {U χ(ΞA h n (x)\
A Cl) is also interior-preserving or, equivalently, {X-U X(ΞA h n (x) | A C X) is closure-preserving. This shows that, for each r, {U r | U E T} is closure-preserving. (1) Suppose r m < r n and let us show that U r C U r°. We consider two cases.
1. m < n. Then £*.=*-U{h n (χ)\χeu r°k Jcx-U because r w < r Λ(π) . So j ^ t/ r° implies that h n (y) Γ\ U r -0 which impUes that y £ ί/^. Hence t^ c C^.
2. m > A2. By induction, let us assume that U r C u£ for r^ < η and A: + j < m + n. Let r t = min{r 7 1 r y > r m andy < m}. Then r m < r t < r n and it suffices to show that ί7 r C U r°: Suppose not. Then there exists /Gί/ Γ; -U? m . Let k°(m) = m and A:^(m) = k(k j -\m)) for y = 1,2,.... We will prove that y E ί/ r -ί7 r° implies the following: (**) For each j > 0, /: y (m) > t and >> E h kJ{m) (Xj) for some x y E
U° -U°(
Proof by induction.) Since y E U η and r Λ(w) < r v we get that j E U? (note that k(m) + t < m + n; so ί^. C C/ r^ ). Letting x 0 = y we get that (*•) is valid fory = 0.
Suppose (**) is valid fory < i and let us show its validity for i + 1. Since *i*<+Hr<* and (f) . Since x /+1 <2 ^°+ 1(w) 
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283 then (U r°ki+Ϊ(m) ) x 3 Π h k , {m) {x i+λ ) Φ 0, for some x ι+ι & U r°ki+l(m) . Therefore, by Lemma 1.2(iv), x t E h kl(m) _ x (x i+λ ) C h k , + χ (m) (x i + ι ) which implies that y G h k'(m)( χ i) c h k' + \m)( χ i) cthen x /+1 « £/ r J o (again ^/ +1 (m) 4-/:(/) <m + n). Since x / G *^(m)-iU,+ i) and ^ E h k'(m)( x i)> b y Lemma 1.2 (ii; i), we get that y G K'{mi*i) c **'(*,)(*/+1) C A Λ'(m)-i(^,+i) c Λ/(^, +i) (because k^m) > /,
by induction hypothesis). Since h t (x i+ι )
Π U = 0 (because JC I+1 $ ί7 r° ) and j; E ί7 r , we get a contradiction. This completes the proof of
•,(**) yields a contradiction (a strictly decreasing sequence of positive integers!). Consequently, U η C U£ 9 which completes the proof. 
